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    Contracts for work can be said to be one of the oldest form of contract 
and  disputes in contract for work are of common types of civil disputes. In 
real life, the manifestation of the contractual relationship is very diverse and 
some forms of contractual relationships of other contracts to provide services 
is very similar to the trial practice of the contract for work. Difficulties often 
occur in judging the relationship of contracts for work. Difficulties arise from 
either the roughness of the existing contract’s rules or the judgement in trial 
deviating from the traditional judgment. This paper brought up several 
suggestion for perfecting the present system based on analyzing perblems 
regarding to nature of the contract, which is from diverse judgementssfrom 
the specific caseswhile, discussed those existence problems from system behind 
and also practice. This paper is divided into four parts: 
The first part is problems in practice and causes’ analysis. By introducing 
specific contract contract dispute proceedings disagreement exists, indicating 
that the current common practice of the method attribute of judgment contract 
problems, and the system behind the problem Exploration and practice reasons. 
The second part is the Contracts legal system overview. Origin by Contracts 
and Contracts for domestic and foreign institutional introduced legislation 
calling for a return to the origin of eyes to look at the contract at strengthening 
awareness of Contracts essential characteristics. 
The third part is similar contracts with distinction theory. In today's 
economic and social development through the background, the more contractual 
relationships with contract labor contract, contract of sale between 
characteristic manifestations of similarities and differences, to illustrate the 
work contract regime for times of the necessity of reform. 














adoption of appropriate restrictions on the scope of work contract, the 
appropriate provisions of the contracting parties to the contract contracted 
capacity adjustment Contracts responsibility principle three efforts to contract 
for our current contract system to transform, to solve the practical difficulties 
identified Contracts relations problem. 
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